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Evolution of long pulses in a tapered wiggler free-electron laser

John C. Goldstein

Los Alamos National Laboratory
X-1, MS E531, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

The evolution of a lonq pulse (pulse length much greater than the sliPPa9e distance) in
a tapered wiggler :ree-electron laser is studied by numerical solution Of the 1-D theoreti-
cal model for a realistic set of magnet, electron beam, and Opticfil resonator parameter
values. Single-pass gain curves are calculated for low and high l?ght intensity. We find
that an initial, low-amplitude, incoherent pulse grows into a coherent pulse whose growth
rate agrees with the calculated small signal gain. The trans;.ent eVOIUtiOn of coherent
pulses is calculated for several clificrent cavity lenqth detl;nings, and a quasi steady-
state desynchronism curve is given. The ?requency chanqing ~Jehavior of the optical pulse
is shown to OCCUr throuqh sideband generation associated with synchrotrons oscillations.
Pulse evolution with an ideal intracavity high-pass optical filter is calculated.

Introduction

In this work the evolution of a long optical pulse in a tapered wiggler free-electron
laser (FEL) o~cillator is studied by numerical solution of the 1-D theoretical model for a
realistic set of magnet, electron beam, and optics?,-r2esonatorparameter values. The theo-
retical modei used here is one developed by Colson, ~ although other equivalent models’-s
have been develop~d. The model is solved first for a series of single-pass gain curves.
These curves, which show the amplification of cv coherent light at low and high intensity,
are obtained by neglecting all finite pulse ●ffects. They are, nonetheless, reasonable
first estimates for the rate of growth of the actual finite optical pulse becau~e, for the
physical parameters of th% laser system considered here, the slippage distance is much
shorter than the pulse length. However, th? initial low intensity light in the resonator
is not coherent-- it is incoherent spontaneo~.s emission. We have studi+d the development of
coherence of such an in’tially incoherent pulse and find that after tloo to 150 passes
throllqh the resonator, the optical pulse has achieved a narrow spectrum, with reasona!)ly
smooth electric f(eld amplitude and phace f’]nctions,
the cw single pass small siqnal gain curve.

and is growing at a rate predicted by
Results of this calculation, which should be

taken only as an approximate indication of the build-up of light from spontaneous emission,
are pres( nted.

The tra;~sient evolution of n coherent optical PulSe, from lok intensity small siqnal
qain conditions to hiqh intensity saturated Qain conditions, ia then calculated for
several differ?nt optical resonator “.enqthsand CIquasi steady-state desy?chronism curve is
ohtoined. A comparison of various r,ptica’1pulse and electron characteristics at different
points alonq thp r!enynchronism curvi is made. The frequency cha~qinq behavior (“chirping”)
of the optical pulse dutinq its e’mlution is characterized by a discontinuous step noted
when stronq merlul&tion of the electric field ●nvelope is present with a period kibout.eqcal
to the slippage distance. Finally, the ●ffect of an ideal intracavity optical filter on
the evol~tion of the llqht is presented.

Gain ciirves and the 4ewelopment of coherence.——.—. ...-.-——-- ..—.—.- .—---—

The laser system to be modeled in a lin~ar accelerator driven FEL, with paramet?r values
criven In Table 1, in which a pulse of electrons is mnqnetlcally guided into the optical
resonator where it interacts ‘#ith a pulse of liqht while transiting the wiggler magnet.
The electron pulse is th~n durlped out of the r{sonator while the light pulse reflects from
the mirrors and meets a new ~llectron pulse from tt,e l~nac when it re-entsrs th~ wiggler.
The axial variation of the wtvclenqth and maqnetic fi?ld strenqth of the wiqqler ●re 8hown
in Figur? 1. The I-D math~natical model used to analyze thiu FEL, system i- upecified in
rable 2. Note Lhat we arc t~alinq with @ plane pnlarited wlgrgler, which ●ccounts fOr the
coupliIIq conntant G, hut we neqlect all hiqher halmoni-n of the ●mit,terlradiation. A Gaua-
Sian mode vuriat ifinof the on-ax~s electric field ampilturl? and pl}ase in taken into account
hut is not ●xplicitly shown in Tahl@ 2.

Th? cw qnin vs optical ,tavel~nqth for thin lasmr avmtom, iqnorinq finite pula~ effects,
is nhown in Ftqure 2. Not~ that thes~ curves are for ●n idealized monmenergetic ●lectron
beam. The small niqnal qiin in in ?iqure 2a and the lsrqe nignal gain in in Flqur@ 2b.
Not!. that the wavelength ~f peak qair, nhifts w(th increasing liqht intnnsi:Yl this leads



Table 1: System Parameter Values

Wiggler
Length
Field strenqth
Wavelength range
Energ~ taper
Coupllng constant G

Resonator
Rayleigh range
Filling factor
Design resonant wavelength
Peak-gain wavelength

in resonator
,ound-trip intensity loss

Electron Beam
Peak current
Pulse length
Beam diameter
Slippage distance
Initial energy

100 cm
0.3T
2.73-2.42 cm z
7.35% 9

0.94

62.5 cm
0.78
10.65 urn

10.35 urn
29

40 A
0.9 cm
0.18 cm
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Table 2: Equations of Motion

Electrons:

& Y2= G(?) LwK~aw(?) as cos (q + O)

[

1 + 0.5 a~(?)
~c = v = 2nL

w+
-—

2Y2AS
1

[1)

f2)

z

( ‘f KW(Z’) dz’ +K~z - QI~T (3)
o

T - ct/Lw (4)

G = JO(Y) - J1(Y) (5)

e NW(T) Aw(t)
aw(l) = –——— t KW(T) = 2n/Aw(T)

2n m{ 2

(6j

(7)

(e)

(9)

E&4= 2n G(T) ●Lw 9(u) <<XLLM > >
Y co Vn

(10)

1, -z- Lw? + ●(T - 1/2) (1,1)
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to chirping of the optical pulse, which is discussed below. If the maximum gain (at what-
ever wavelength it occurs) vs intensity is plotted, the curve of Figure 2C is obtained:
from this cu-rve, one would ?stimate th-at, if the resonator losses are 2% per pass as in
Tabit= 1, this FEL should saturate at an intensity of ‘L2x 1010 W/cm2. Although the curves
of Figure 2 are calculated by neglecting all shart Pulse effects, they should be a good
guide to the actual short pulse behavior because, for the system specified by the parameter
values of Table 1, the electron pulse length i“,much longer than the slippage distance.
The slippaqe distance S, 13q. (12) in Table 2, is the distance that electrons slip ber,ind a
liqht wavefront during one transit of the wiggler becsuse the axial velccity of the elec-
trons is less than the velocity of light. The system studied here has an electron pulse
that is62,3.7s lonq, as contrasted with the Stanford FEL in which the electron pulse is
%1,7 s. $ In the latter case, one would not expect cw qain curves to accurately represent
the short pulse behavior because a point on the envelope of the electric field would slip
approximately one-half the entire ●lectron pulse and thus would be driven by a wide range
of different electron densities during one transit through the wiggler.

The qain curv~’s of Fiaure ? were calculated assurninq coherer,t light interacting with the
electrons in the wiqqler. In fact, the initial light in the resonator is incoherent spon-
taneous emission. We have modeled the development of coherence by startinq with thermal
liqht that is dencrihed by a Gaussian probability distribution for the real and imaginary
components of the ●lectric field:’

(13)

.,
Nute that .ER> & <RI> = O but cE~ + E~~ = Es, where the average light intensity i~ qiven by
<I> - cE~/~ln; CI> has been chosen to be about that expected for the apontaneoua emission
intensity for our FKL parameters.’ Havinq chomen a particul,)r realization of such an
incoher~nt pulsP, the liqht is propagated throuqh the renonator many timeo without ad~-
inq a new incoherent component on each pass as would occur in the actual ●pontaneoun emis-
nion procens. The r~sultn of such a calculation are shown in Figure 31 the initial and
final (~ft.~r10(]pnsnen) intensity profiles are in Figures 3a and 3bl th? initial ●nd final
apmtra ar~ in Fiqures 3C and 3d (note that the initicl spectrum it white noime and doetr
not hmve the preeis~ form expected of our taperefiwigglet) I the en@rf3y f3ain vs Pasg number
in in Fiqure le. Aft@r 100 pnsneR, the p!llse clearly has developed substantial coher~nce
and is qrowinq at a rat- consistent with the small signal gain (minus the cavitY ~ORR) of
Fiqure 2.

Althouqh thin calr!ulatlon is hardly ● precio? modelinu of th~ start up of ●n FEL oscil-
lator from noise, it doer! indicate that the ayatem apecifiexl by Table 1 might ●tart by
itself (without inlectinq an optical pula@ generated by anoth?r ltaer source), and it ●uq-
q~s~m that one n~~rlm to add 100 paaoea to the reaultn to be given in the next aecticn to
account frrrnur!ha builrl-up. We note h~re that the calculated amp)itud~ of the oulme after
100 pannpa, of course, depenrla upon the cavity loan anaumerl hut alao has substantial (fac-
tor of 3) fluctllattonn for differ~nt r~ali%ationa of th~ initial incoherent light.
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Fiqu!e 1. Dtv?lopment of coherence: (a) initial intensity profile; (b) intensity prof ’lr
after 100 passes: (c) initial spectrum; (d) spectrum after 100 passes: (e! e,lergy
qain VM pass number.

Tr~n!6ient Pulse evolution to quusi mteady rotate—

T4e basic theoretical charactetiatics of p,~lse evolution in ta ered and untiapered wig-
I-F’,1O.1*gl@~ FEL oscillator have been @xplor@cl in acveral publications. Here we present

results for the sy~tem apeeificd ir Table 1, which differ from other work primati!v in the
ratio (23.7) of th? lenqth of the e.lcctron pulse to the mlippage diatanc~ s. The growth of
the the optical pulge ●norgy, ●nd the value of the quagi steady-etate ●nergy reached,
de~~end very aensitivaly upon the deviation of the optical reeonator’g length from that at
●xact synchronism: if electron pulses from the linac ●re injected into the cavity every T
neconda, then the cavity Zength, Lo, must be ●djuated ao that the round--trip time of light,
2 L,/c, ●quals T. If this synchronism condition is not met, the light pulme will not over-
lap the electron pulses (gain media) in the w~ygl~r ●nd thus will doca

r
to zero at ● rat~

determined by the cavity looses. Hotiov@r” the optical pulse ●hnpe im d ●torted by the gain
proca~s (loeer lethargy) 80 that th~ aff~ctive pulse velocity ia

+
so than c; hence the

cavity must be shortened slightly to maintain the overlap on @uccesa ve passas.. .—

Figure 4 ●howa thm growth of the optical pulce ●nerqy va vaaa number for several resona-
tor l~ngth~ diffetent from theme ●t ●rract mynchronimm. Figure 5 shows the optical puls
energy ●fter 1900 paamem. This curve ia not necessarily what one would find after 101

passemj it i? repreamnt~tive of a linac that has a finjte macropulse length. In particu-
lar, the points at pomiti~- valuom of cavity length chanqe reprtsont pulaem that still have
finite onqrgy but ● re d~caying away rapidly. One ●xpec~a this FEL to have ●n ●ppreciable
output only if the renonator length ic fixed within range of 25 um of that at ●nact
●ynchronimm.
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Fi?ure 6 compares some q~asi steady-state optical. and electron pulse characteristics for
two different cavity length detunings. Figures 6a and 6b show the light intensity vs axial
location z at the end of the wiggler for resonator length detuning f~f -18 urnand -0.5 pm,
respectively. Figures 6C and 6d show the optical spectra of these pulses, and Figures 6e
and 6f show the corresponding electron spectra (the initial electron beam is monoenerqetic
with y. = 40.7932). Figure 6f corresponds to a 2.50 energy-extract!nn efficiency from the

electron beam and exhibits the double-peaked spectrum characteristic of a tapered wiggler.

As is evident f~om Figure 2, the locatior, of maximum single-pass gain shifts to longe:
wavelengths with increas~~g light intensity. Hence, the optical pulse also changes its
spectrum (chirps) as the llqht intensity builds up. The principle mechanism for chirping
appears to be the generation of sidebands due to the electrons’ synchrotrons motion. This
in turn implies that the shift in the optical spectrum to longer wavelength is not contig-
uous with increasing light intensity, but rather occurs in distiontinuou~ steps, Fiyurc 7
illustrates such a step for the -0.5-~m-cavity-length detuning case. The evolution of
the sp~ct.rum after 925 paq.ses to the fina~ shape --which is sl,own in Figule 6d--is more com-
plicated and less clearly a stepwlse process.

Th qenerotion of sidebands at high light intensity occurs because the electrons execute
synchrotrons oscillations, ‘s characterized by a period !.~v, In the ponderomotive poten-
tial wells. LRY depends on the light intensity and is giveil by

(14)

This means that the periodIcity of the el~ct.rons’ orbits is qiven not by the wiggler wave
vector Kw hut by KU * K8Y, where Ksy - 2n/LBy. Hence, c,nemight expect that this motion
would couple to a shifted optical wavelength A61 through a modified resol)ance condition:

(--------)]+(),5 82
Kwi K w

ZJy -
K

2y2 s’ ‘
(15)

or

(16)
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Fjgure 6. Quasi steady-state pulse characteristics: (n) intensity profile for -18-um
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The presence of a new wavelength l~t in the optical
of the electric-field envelope at a wavelength i:

[

Es,

‘TOT = Es exp (iK~Z) + Ea, exp (iK~,Z) = Es 1 + ~
s

I = 2n/ii= ~ ~nK
()=~s~ “

s s’

spectrum is accompanied

exp (-iRZ)
1

exp (iK9Z)

by a modulation

(17)

(18)

Beca”~se L=” is a continuous function of the light i~tensity, provided that the lntensitv is
above the-zthreshold for the definition of the-closed-orbi-t phase-space region (“bucke~”),

pulse, ~,lo-l’
one mi ht expect a continous generation15 of sidebands. In calculations with a finite

it is found that the envelope of the optical field becomes strongly modulated

with ~ = s, the slippage distance. Recall that s is the distance over which electrons
communicate with each &ther “:hrough the electromagnetic field in one pass through the wig-
gier. From Eq. (18) this implies that the modulation occurs at an intensity for which
Lsy = Lw, the wiggler length. The shift of the sideband in Figure 7 is %2.57% from the ini-
tial wavelength of 10.35 urn; this is consistent with the synchrotrons period equaling the
wiggler length so that Aw(l/2]/LaY ~ ~w(l/2)/Lw = (38.9)-i.

O&era+ion with an optical filter

The growth of sidebands, and the accompanying modulation of the optical pulse, may not
be a d,e~sirableeffect. Besides broadening the optical spectrum, electron detrapping may
occur, thus reducinq the extraction efficiency from the electron beam. One way15?13 to
avoid the effect is to introduce an optical filter into the resonator that attenuates light
at the expected sideband wavelength while allowing light at the initial wavelength (peak
of the small signal gain) to pass through unattenuated. Ftom Figures 7 and 6d, the optical
spectrum in our FEL shifts from 10.35 urnto ~10.9 um.

We have repeated the calculation of the evolution of the pulse with a -0.5-vm cavity
detuning, including an idealized intracavity hiqh-pass optical filter that the light trans-
its on each pass. The filter transmits, unattenubted, all spectral components with a wave-
length less ~h~n 10.S ~m and totally deletes all components with a longer wavelength.
We neglect any wavelength-dependent phase shift that might accompany such an attenuation
pattern.

The results of the calculation are shown in Figurl 8. The optical pulse intensity pro-
file and spectrum, after EOO passes, are shown in Figures 8a and 8b. Note that this
single-sided filter does not prevent significant upper sidebands from growing. Figures 8C
and 8d show the quasi steady-state pulse shape and spectrum after 1600 passes, Although
there is short-wavelength structure in the spectrum, its amplitude is only ‘L1% or less
of the peak. The spectrum is very narrow, apparently largely due to a very linear phase
function for the electric field. The accompanying electron spectrum is shown in Figure 8e;
the extraction efficiency is z2.;%,
Hence,

sliqhtly less than the unfiltered pulse of Figure 6.
it appears that optic;~l filters within tile resonator may have substantial

beneficial effects, although perhaps not as striking as in this case of a very idealized
filter.

~onclusions

A tapered wigql.r FEL oscillate has been studied within the limitations of a 1-D ther3-
retical modol with a realistic set of magnet, electron beam, and optical resonator values.
The cw gain ct]rves were calculated at low and high light intensity. A low-amplitude inco-
herent pul;e was shown to develop coherence in 100 passes and subsequently to grow at the
expected !~mall signal gain rate. The qrowth of a coherent pulse from low amplitude to
saturation was calculated for various cavity length detunings. High intensity pulses were
obfierved to reach a quasi steady-state within 2000 passes through the resonator. The width
of the corresponding desynchronism curve was %25 um. A maximum energy-~xtraction
efficiency from the electron beam of 2.8@ was obeetved. The process by which the l.iqht

adjusted its frequency to follow the change of the gain maximum with increasing lilt
intensity wa~ observed to nccur approximately by discrete steps involving the genera’ on
of sidebands with frequency steps related to the electron mynchrotron frequency. An ideal
high-pass optical filter placed in the resonator yielded a very nsrrow pulse spectrum with
little 10ss in extraction efficiency.
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